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THE RAINCOAT PROJECT WAS
CONCIEVED TO DESIGN, DEVISE,
AND DISTRIBUTE RAINCOATS TO
THOUSANDS OF SLUM DWELLING 
CHILDREN IN INDIA TO PROTECT
THEM FROM THE HARSH
MONSOON WEATHER.

OUR AIM



We have ensured that the quality is
exceptional and the pattern is trendy,
international and features slant sliding
pockets to allow ease of use and to keep
the water out.

A cool hoodie will ensure that the head is
protected and the wearer feels empowered.
A range of 6 different sizes covering groups
from 3 years to adult sizing is available.
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Inspired by universal love and with
a sustainable approach to design,
our raincoats have been made with
recycled polytetrafluoroethylene of
200 grams per square metre.

The design is unisex and features
different symbols and words to
reinforce positivity, hope, and
universal love.

ABOUT OUR 
RAINCOATS





Thanks to the generosity of our donors,
the Raincoat Project distributed 9,100
raincoats amongst municipal schools,
slum dwelling children and young
adults across Maharashtra, Bhopal and
Madhya Pradesh.

OUR
IMPACT



We are happy to share some
glimpses of our distribution drives:

 THE AANGAN TRUST

Together, we have distributed within the
following communities:

1. Aarey Colony
2. Antop Hill
3. Cuffe Parade
4. Dharavi
5. Govandi

Thank you Aangan, we are truly inspired by you!

6. Malvani
7. Vile Parle
8. Reay Road
9. Kurla
10. Wadala







COMMITTED COMMUNITIES
DEVELOPMENT TRUST

The Raincoat Project was also thrilled to collaborate with 
CCDT (Committed Communities Development Trust) to gift
our raincoats within their communities. CCDT is passionate
about ensuring that every child lives with dignity. We are
so inspired by their incredible work with maternal and child
health, child protection and adolescent empowerment.

Thank you CCDT for the inspiration and wonderful
collaboration!





Samvedna works to combat human sex trafficking in the
Bedia and the Bachhra communities in India. The organisation
has a two-pronged approach–working with the victims for
their rehabilitation and reintegration, and prioritize prevention
for the vulnerable members of the community through
advocacy and education. We are so happy to collaborate
with them on The Raincoat Project and help spread some joy
through Bhopal and Madhya Pradesh.

Thank you Samvedna India!

SAMVEDNA





The Raincoat Project is very grateful to collaborate
with Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir (SSRVM),
Dharavi, Mumbai, an international initiative in value
education by the Art of Living Foundation to distribute
raincoats amongst their children and communities.

THE DHARAVI SCHOOL





The Raincoat Project also collaborated with
Bal Asha Trust, a child welfare trust and orphanage
to distribute raincoats amongst their children and
communities.

BAL ASHA TRUST





Vatsalya Trust works for vulnerable children.
We have distributed raincoats to their home run
trust and other beneficiaries of different projects.

VATSALYA TRUST





A special thank you to The Rotary Club of Bombay,
Hanging Garden, Mumbai for helping us to raise
funds and distribute raincoats to Seva Sadan.

ROTARY CLUB OF BOMBAY,
HANGING GARDEN, MUMBAI





Education is a fundamental right for every child, yet many children don’t have
this opportunity. ACE is a Non-Profit Organisation born from a passion for
equality. Founded by Avantika Swali when she was 7 years old, the vision at
ACE is to provide the opportunity of a loving education in a holistic
environment so every child has the chance to reach his full potential. ACE
stands for ‘all care for everyone’ and our goal is to spread as much hope, love,  
joy and equality as possible. ACE raises money by hosting sales of sustainable
fashion merchandise, all proceeds of which go towards children’s education
and welfare. ACE collaborates with several Non Profit Organisations
like the Dharavi School in Mumbai and the Gift a Smile Foundation
and has sponsored the education of over 500 children to date.
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We are so very grateful for all the incredible and generous people
that made The Raincoat Project possible.

Our Donors - who were generous beyond; Our Distribution Partners -
for ensuring that each child in the community is smiling with our raincoats;
Our Mentors - for ever inspiring us; Our Amazing Team - for working
tirelessly outside their comfort zones. 

Together, we have touched the lives of 9,100 children, keeping them safe
and happy through the monsoons.

A very special thank you to Fueladream.com for introducing our children
volunteers to the world of crowdfunding and for inspiring them to chase
their dreams.

We look forward to touching many more lives together next year.




